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Maya Stein,
The Quiet Hum of Industry



Private journey.  Public life.



•Action-planning session to habituate 4 simple yet elusive sales behaviors. (T2A, 
HR, TC, OC, NBI, Practice, Measure.)
•Selling: perennial topic but rarely translated into the specifics
•Built around the “S” in CSR, turn sales intentions into actions
•Get primer on self-management (aka habit loops), to avoid the insurance 
commoditization trap by consistently, and convincingly articulating value.



A coach is a coach is a coach
Meet them where they are. Ignite desire to act. Repeat. 



My Goal Today



Show of hands, who’s joined me?
Weak memory or strong – doesn’t matter
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A master becomes a master not by 
doing hundreds of things a few times 
but by doing a few things hundreds 
of times.



1. Bridge from task to ask. 
2. Handle resistance & trial close. 
3. Referral Requests /COI.
4. Proactive outreach.
5. New business intake.

And…. Remarket reduction, self-management, workflow

The Big 5 Skills



First rule:  Do…

…as long as it works for everyone else



Small gains, tipping points and 1%



To stay in the sweet-spot of growth 
we need…



Buy-In (Desire). Focus. Practice. Measure.
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Process vs. Outcome
The paradox of measuring results





Drive email opportunities to phone



Reduce remarkets
IL Agency 



Sheldon’s accountability



How we really feel about metrics…
It’s a hassle. Our results are not our worth. 



Try it for one week, then another.



Back to the sweet-spot of growth
BiFPM



We are all in sales now



When you think “sales” or “selling,”
what are the first words that comes to mind? 



When you think “sales” or 
“selling”, survey says…



B.T.F.A.R.

BTWAHVD

What other language invades our consciousness?
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Habits and patterns, routines 
OH MY!



Is it a noble profession?



What is the message here?
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… and here?
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…and what about here?
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…. and finally here?
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…on and on it goes
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No quibble with the value of 
price, but where is the nobility?

Hold that thought.
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How do you re-assert your value?
The bridge and the…



The first seven words.
Bridging from task to ask

Actual C.L. script: “I noticed there is no Cyber Liability coverage on 
your policy , may I offer you a quote for this valuable coverage?” 
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Most often…
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Handle Resistance vs. overcome objections
(remember, ERAR)

Empathize. Re-connect to the reason why. Ask again. Release



The next seven words
Handling resistance



The phrase, “The only reason I ask 
is because…” is your doorway to…



Trial closing means agreement to a next step
Ballparking, Date setting or Social Contracting, and Check-in



Re-cap

B.T.F.A.R.

4-part sweet spot
1. Buy In
2. Focus
3. Practice
4. Count

Most of the time…

Count what matters



1. BTFAR.  Some of the limiting beliefs I have about myself are…
2. 4-part Sweet-Spot.  Which of the 4 elements do I avoid?
3. The Big-5 skills. How would I rate my consistency across all five?
4. 1% gain.  What will I try my first day back at the office?

The action plan starts now
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Free download of:

CSR Handbook of Essential Sales Wisdom
http://www.steadysales.com/csr-handbook-download-request/

…and your action plan continues with 
Free, 1/2hr agency accelerator coaching.

https://www.steadysales.com/freecoaching/

http://www.steadysales.com/csr-handbook-download-request/
https://www.steadysales.com/freecoaching/




End



Extras



Let’s listen in
Loss to price



Where can we start?



Habit Loop



Habit Loop

Craving



Think of Habit Loops in your struggle



Keystone Habits



Keystone Habits
Small.  Platform.  Contagious.





Chew slowly



Glass of Water vs. Snooze Button



Is your Huddle a Keystone Habit?

This Vs. This



Ready reminders can be a keystones



Ready reminders can be a keystones



Other Office’s Keystone experiments

“I’m getting in the habit of doing the hardest stuff first thing in the day.”
“I’m focused on clearing all my open suspenses before I start new stuff”
“I make my out-bound calls during the first part of my day.”
“I’m now taking quiet time, first thing in the morning, before anything else to 
plan my day.”
“I’m creating and using letter templates instead of always re-typing the same 
stuff.”.
“Before I leave the office, I plan the next day.”



Flow matters
The action items, the technical matters, the sales activities


